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To
The CGMT
BSNL, Kerala Circle,
Thiruvananthapuram.
Respected Sir,
Sub: Filling up of Vacant post under LICE in Kerala circle.
We request your kind attention to the following for necessary favorable action. The JTO vacancy under LICE for
year 2015-16 in OC category had worked out to be 110 in Kerala circle.. The above figure was arrived by
considering the vacancies filled during 2012-13, 13-14, 2014-15 and notionally by considering all eligible hands.
But the actual vacancies filled and under training are less than the notional figures. In fact many have declined
the post on account of other job like JAO, joined in other department or not inclined to join due to personal
reasons etc.. and some cases are on genuine medical ground. It is requested to re-verify the actual number of
post filled for the year 2012-13 to 2015-16 and to fill up the remaining post after reserving the post on genuine
ground in compliance with instruction on the subject. It may be noted that many JEs after qualifying the LICE are
waiting for appointment for want of JTO vacancies while the JTO strength in Kerala circle is less than 40% of the
sanctioned strength. The data available on the above subject is furnished below for information.

Vacancy year Not joined for training
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

4 Ex-servicemen
2 candidates opted for JAO
7 (3 opted for JAO )
4

Total

17

Sincerely Yours

T Santhosh Kumar
Circle Secretary
SNEA, Kerala Circle.

Enclosure: Clarification letter from BSNL Corporate office to TN Circle reg fixing of time frame for candidates
not willing to attend induction training as per schedule.
Copy to:-GM (HR), O/o CGMT, Kerala

